
Analyze traffic flows and journeys over time or in 
real-time with high-fidelity connected vehicle data

Vehicle Movements

Making real-time decisions on traffic and congestion can be costly, as it often requires 

sophisticated and expensive hardware. To get the full picture of what’s really happening on the 

road means managing and integrating multiple sources of data, which can lead to disparate and 

poor-quality data analysis.

Our Vehicle Movements data provides you with location and journey information for vehicles, 

directly from millions of embedded devices. Find out which routes drivers are taking to get to 

specific locations and how many cars are on the road, pinpointed down to lane level.

Better understand driver behavior and identify how roads are performing, to make decisions in 

(near) real-time. From local authorities managing congestion levels to private sector businesses 

planning logistics for a local event, Vehicle Movements data gives you the insights you need.
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Typical use cases
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Real-time traffic and congestion 

monitoring to empower accurate 

and swift decision making 

Traffic signal optimization and 

improved traffic flow monitoring 

Origin to destination route 

analysis and trends

Identify routing around 

busy locations to inform 

infrastructure planning

Want to talk about Vehicle Movements? Get in touch

Data attributes
The unique attributes you will receive as part of your Vehicle Movements feed:

Attribute Description

Datapoint ID Unique identifier for an individual captured datapoint

Journey ID Unique identifier for an individual vehicle’s movements from Journey Start to Journey End 

Vehicle Type ID An identifier for the category of vehicle including body type, fuel type and model year

Date & Time
Timestamp captured for each datapoint (ISO:8601), UTC including Time Zone offset to 
calculate local time 

Latitude & Longitude The North-South and East-West positioning of the vehicle on the Earth’s surface

Speed
The speed in kilometers per hour that the vehicle was traveling when the datapoint  
was captured

Heading The direction that the vehicle was heading when the datapoint was captured

Ignition Status Representation of ignition state when the datapoint was captured 

Delivery formats & methods
Available as a historical batch, continuous batch or stream, in parquet or json formats.  

Compression such as GZip or Snappy are available.

PUSH PUSH

Stream (delivered within 60s): Batch (available monthly):

PUSH
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Want to talk about Vehicle Movements? Get in touch

Why Wejo?
We unlock the value in connected car data

We organize billions of data points from millions of connected cars, partnering exclusively with 

multiple global automotive manufacturers to stream data at scale and speed. We transform and 

enhance big data, turning it into meaningful products that power innovations, drive efficiencies 

and innovate mobility.

We stand for Data For GoodTM

We partner with ethical, like-minded businesses and organizations who share our ambitions to 

revolutionize the way we live, work and travel.
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